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Abstract

Objective: Midline lumbar fusion with cortical bone trajectory(CBT) screw is a
novel technique operation, robot system is the new developed system which can help
CBT insertion. In this retrospective study, we compare the CBT accuracy by the
assistance of navigation system and robot system. Clinical result is also compared.
Result: 55 patients were involved in this retrospective study, 29 patients are assisted
by navigation system, 26 patients are by robot system. Mean follow-up is over 12
months. The mean VAS is significant improved at the final follow up for navigation
group from 6.2±1.5 to 3.2±1.1(back pain), 7.5±0.9 to1.8±0.7(leg pain), same as the
robot system from 6.8±1.5 to 2.9±0.8(back pain), 7.7±1.0 to 1.6±0.8 (leg pain). The
JOA score pre-operation is 14.7±4.5 and 14.5±4.1 for navigation and robot system, at
the final follow up, it is 24.3±4.2 and 23.9±4.4. the number of penetration cortex has no
difference between 2 groups(n=0.363).
Conclusion: MIDLF with CBT screw is effective for the treatment of lumbar
degenerative disease. Using navigation and robot system will help the insertion of CBT
screw safety and accurate, robot can release the surgeon from part of aiming work.

1 Introduction
Although pedicle screw fixation is still the most common and reliable method for management of
lumbar degenerative disease, there are several disadvantages, such an invasive nature of traditional
placement, potential risk for screw pullout for osteoporotic patients [1,2,3].
During the last Decade, minimal invasive procedure becomes the requirement both for surgeon
and patients [4]. The midline lumbar fusion with cortical bone trajectory Cortical bone trajectory
(CBT) screw is a new technique provides an alternative minimal invasive fixation technique for
lumbar spine [5]. Another advantage is that it provides a novel method for osteoporotic patients,
because it increases the cortical bone contact, enhance the pullout strength of screw.
However, CBT screw technique is more difficult than pedicle screw, because cortical bone is not
as good handle feeling as cancellous bone, even may cause fracture of the pars [8]. At first, we use
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navigation technique to guide the CBT screw. Recently, Robot technique provide a much easier
method to assist this procedure [6].

2 Material and Method
From 2015 to 2016, 55 patients were involved in this retrospective study. All the patients are
lumbar degenerative disease, including lumbar spondylolisthesis, lumbar stenosis. 29 patients are
assisted by 3D-fluroscopy real time navigation(Styker). 26 patients use the Robot assisted technique.
(TianJi Robot®, co-designed and modified by Beijing Jishuitan Hospital and Beijing Tinavi
company).
The sequence of MIDLF procedure was as follows: midline posterior approach, length depend on
the level involved (1 level 5-6cm, 2 level 8-10cm), dissect the paravertebral muscle, making of screw
trajectory, laminectomy, PLIF or TLIF for bony union, and CBT screw fixation.
For navigation group, first, we use 3D fluoroscopy to get the date, then using navigation system to
guide the insert point and angle, 2 mm high-speed drill to make the initial hole, tap the hole, during
this procedure, apply navigation to correct the direction several times. Finally, use the fluoroscopy to
check the position.
For robot group, use the 3D fluoroscopy to get the date, design the screw position on robot system,
then robot direct the insertion point, use the elecdrill to put the Kirschner wire into the bone, use
fluoroscopy to verify the position, hollow drill enlarges the tunnel.
Pre and post-operative visual analogue scale (VAS) score for both back pain and radicular
symptoms, Japanese orthopaedic Association Score(JOA) were measured and analyzed. Penetration
of the cortex was measured according to the Gertzbein-Robbins classification (A: no cortical violation;
B: cortical breach <2 mm; C: ≥2 mm to <4 mm; D: ≥4 mm to <6 mm; E: ≥6 mm) [7].

3 Result
The general information for both group are shown in table 1.
For both Groups, there are significant difference between pre and post-operative in JOA score.
(Table 2)
For computer navigation group, 140/146 were placed in good position (<2 mm, GertzbeinRobbins category), 4 were in assessed as type C. For robot assisted navigation group, for robot
assisted group, 133/136 were safely placed,2 were in type C. No difference between 2 groups.
(p=0.363)
Table 1 general information of patients

Table 2 clinical result at pre-operation and final follow-up
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Figure 1: Postoperative computer tomography scans indicating the results of CBT position.

4 Discussion
CBT screw was first published by Santoni et al. in 2009[5]. The traditional PS approach to
lumbosacral spine surgery requires extensive lateral spinal dissection for screw placement,
however,the CBT procedure requires less soft tissue exposure, as screws are placed medially to
laterally with a starting point at the junction between the lateral pars, it was thought as a minimal
invasive operation. Biomechanical studies were shown that CBT screw pullout strength is superior to
the traditional pedicle screw(PS), which make it as an alternative method for osteoporotic patients,
however, clinical evidence is still limited to prove it [9,10].
Ninomiya et al., and Takenaka et al. reported significant differences between preoperative and
postoperative in back or leg pain among their subjects, but there is no difference between CBT and PS
group [11,12]. However, Chen et al. described no difference in postoperative back pain immediately
after surgery but noted that the CBT had a significantly higher VAS pain score at the final 8-month
follow-up [13]. Chin et al. described no differences in postoperative back pain immediately after
surgery but noted that the PS group had a significantly higher VAS Pain score at 2-year follow-up
[14]. In our group, we didn’t compare the PS with CBT screw, but both navigation group and robot
group had a significant improvement in back pain and leg pain.
JOA score is a common used assessment system for lumbar degenerative disease. In the normal
population, the total JOA score is a full 29 points. The JOA evaluates symptoms, functionality, and
clinical signs of low-back pain and may be used in pre- and post-operative evaluation of patients.
Mori et al. showed that mean post-operative and latest follow-up JOA scores were significantly
increased from mean pre-operative scores in patients who underwent CBT [15]. Sakaura et al.
investigated JOA scores in patients who underwent CBT, pre-operative and post-operative JOA
scores were significantly improved when compared [16]. In both our group, we have get the same
result in the final follow-up.
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Computer assisted technology is the best partner of the complex screw insertion procedure such as
the minimal invasive surgery of spine, CBT screw, upper cervical screw, or secondary operation.
Navigation is the past generation, robot is the newest system, which replace the part of hand function
of surgeon. There are still no report of robot assisted CBT screw, in our study, both navigation and
robot assisted system make the CBT screw insertion accurate, but robot system shows advantage of
decrease the depending on doctors decision which make the procedure easier.

5 Conclusion
Our results indicate that MIDLF with CBT is effective for the treatment of lumbar degenerative
disease. Using navigation and robot assisted procedure make the insertion of CBT screw safety, robot
can replace part function of doctor.
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